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Abstract

The stereolithography (SLA) process and its methods are introduced in this chapter. After 
establishing SLA as pertaining to the high-resolution but also high-cost spectrum of the 
3D printing technologies, different classifications of SLA processes are presented. Laser-
based SLA and digital light processing (DLP), as well as their specialized techniques such 
as two-photon polymerization (TPP) or continuous liquid interface production (CLIP) 
are discussed and analyzed for their advantages and shortcomings. Prerequisites of SLA 
resins and the most common resin compositions are discussed. Furthermore, printable 
materials and their applications are briefly reviewed, and insight into commercially 
available SLA systems is given. Finally, an outlook highlighting challenges within the 
SLA process and propositions to resolve these are offered.

Keywords: stereolithography (SLA), digital light processing (DLP), additive 
manufacturing (AM), 3D printing, two-photon polymerization (TPP), continuous liquid 
interface production (CLIP)

1. Introduction

As the oldest additive manufacturing (AM) technology, stereolithography (SLA) was first 
developed by Dr. Hideo Kodama in 1981. He saw it as a fast and low-cost method of recon-

structing models in 3D space as an alternative to holographic techniques [1]. The first com-

mercially available SLA printer was patented in 1986 by Charles W. Hull, who founded 3D 

Systems Inc. Their aim was to facilitate rapid prototyping of plastic parts [2]. With the develop-

ment of a variety of processes, SLA has far surpassed its initial applications in modeling and 

prototyping and can be utilized to manufacture highly complex and individually designed 

geometries. The material is also no longer limited to conventional polymers, but the fabrication 

© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative
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of composites [3] and even metallic [4] or ceramic [5] specimens is possible. However, to date, 

SLA is only being utilized to structure one material at a time, and when comparing to other 

additive manufacturing (AM) technologies, typical SLA processes exhibit superior resolution 

and better surface qualities (see Table 1) but at slower printing times and higher cost.

While soft lithography is not an AM technology, it merits mentioning as a competing method 

due to its superior resolution to most SLA systems. It utilizes elastomeric stamps or molds 

to fabricate 3D structures and consequently does not have the characteristic advantages of 

3D printing such as the ability of direct and rapid fabrication from a computer-aided design 

(CAD) model [12]. Nevertheless, it is often employed as an alternative to SLA in for example 

microfluidic applications [6].

2. The stereolithography setup

SLA is a vat polymerization method [13], where layers of the liquid precursor in a vat are 

sequentially exposed to ultraviolet (UV) light and thereby selectively solidified. A photo-

initiator (PI) molecule in the resin responds to incoming light and upon irradiation, locally 

activates the chemical polymerization reaction, which leads to curing only in the exposed 

areas. After developing the first layer in that manner, a fresh resin film is applied, irradi-
ated, and cured. Thus, the part incrementally grows layer-after-layer [1]. This principle 

spans all SLA processes, which can be classified according to the direction of incident light 
or irradiation method, see Figure 1.

The required light for solidification of the resin can be applied in two distinct manners; either 
from above in the free surface approach, or from below through a transparent vat in the con-

strained surface approach. Irradiation can either be implemented by scanning of each point of 

the desired cross-section with a laser in laser-SLA or by projecting the entire pixelated image 

onto the layer in digital light processing (DLP) SLA. A more uncommon method is illumina-

tion through an liquid crystal display (LCD) photomask.

These systems and some of their adaptations will be explained in detail in the following 

sections.

Resolution (μm) Surface roughness (μm) Sources

SLA 10–150 0.38–0.61 [6–8]

Material jetting 25–100 0.47–8.44 [6, 9]

Material extrusion 100–400 3.24–42.97 [6, 9]

Powder bed fusion 50–100 17–105 [7, 10]

Soft lithography <0.01 <0.001 [9, 11]

Table 1. Comparison of average lateral resolution and surface roughness of AM technologies for polymers and of soft 

lithography.
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2.1. Free and constrained surface approach

In the free surface approach, the building platform on which the printed part grows is situ-

ated in a tank of resin and coated with a liquid resin film. Illumination of the desired cross-

section, which happens from above the resin bath, cures the first layer. After each layer, the 

platform with the growing part (i.e. the z-stage), is lowered further into the tank, and new 

resin is coated on top with a mechanical sweeper. This sets the stage for the subsequent 

layer [14].

The constrained surface approach or bottom-exposure approach has a building platform, which 
can be suspended above the resin bath. Illumination from below, through the transparent floor, 
cures a layer of resin between building platform and vat floor. This layer adheres to the plat-
form, as the z-stage is raised by a defined distance. As each layer is cured, the building platform 
with the adhered part is elevated, and the part grows suspended from the platform downward 

[6]. As with the free surface setup, support structures made from the same printing material are 

needed in case of overhangs and undercuts to ensure adequate adhesion to the platform.

Recently, there has been a trend toward the bottom-exposure approach, as it has certain advan-

tages [6, 15, 16]. The smooth surface, which is created with a narrowly defined layer height 
due to the precise movement of the z-stage at an accuracy of down to 0.1–1 μm [17, 18], is the 

main benefit in the constrained surface setup. Without the need for a mechanical sweeper, this 
layer can be created faster than in the free surface approach, reducing the printing time [15]. 

Another advantage, which decreases cost, is the lower amount of resin that is needed because 

the specimen does not have to be completely submerged in the vat [14].

A main disadvantage of the bottom-exposure setup, however, is that attractive forces between 
printed part and vat floor need to be overcome for each layer [19]. When pulling up the z-stage, 

the newly cured layer needs to adhere to the layers above, and may not stick to the vat surface. 

Attempts to reduce this unwanted interaction include the application of hydrophobic coat-
ings of the material tray [15, 18–20] and modification of the mechanical separation mechanism 
with tilting steps [21] or application of shear forces [20].

Figure 1. Classification of SLA according to irradiation method (left) and direction of incident light (right).
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2.2. Laser-stereolithography

In Laser-SLA, also known as vector-based SLA, or often simply referred to as SLA, each layer 

is cured by scanning of a UV laser onto the resin film. This x-y motion of the laser is imple-

mented by two galvanometers in combination with a dedicated optical system. An example 

of setup is given schematically in Figure 2. These conventional SLA devices, although more 

expensive than other AM technologies such as their extrusion-based counterparts, can reach 

resolutions of 5–10 μm [8].

In order to attain these resolutions, a number of parameters need to be considered. Besides 
accuracy of the z-stage and optimized resin composition (see Section 3.3), which are impor-

tant factors especially in z-resolution, the manner in which the UV laser is scanned across the 

desired layer is decisive. The geometry of the precisely defined laser lines, which illuminate 
the entire cross-section [24] and their accuracy, given by movement of the galvano-mirror, 

determine lateral resolution. Furthermore, the scanning speed and diameter of the laser spot 

need to be considered. They, respectively, influence the cure depth and width of the exposed 
laser lines and thereby affect vertical and lateral resolution [25]. Methods to further improve 

the resolution to sub-micron regions include two-photon polymerization (TPP) and pinpoint 

solidification.

2.2.1. Two-photon polymerization (TPP)

TPP was first proposed as an AM method by Strickler et al. [26]. As resolutions superior to 

100 nm with surface roughness below 10 nm are attainable [27], it has been extensively stud-

ied since then [28], and despite its high-cost, TPP was even commercialized by Nanoscribe 

GmbH in 2007 [29].

In TPP, excitation of the PI in the resin, and thereby activation of the curing reaction, does 

not occur in the entire illumination path of the laser, as in conventional SLA, but only in the 

Figure 2. Schematic setup of a laser-SLA printer (A), adapted, and modified from [22]. Scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) images of a bioreactor with capillaries fabricated with laser-SLA (B), reprinted from [23] by permission of springer 

nature.
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region of its focal point, called a volume pixel or voxel [30]. A high-intensity femtosecond 

pulsed laser can cause molecules to absorb two photons simultaneously. As the probability 

of this phenomenon is proportional to the squared intensity of the laser pulse, the process is 

limited to the focal point of the laser. Instead of UV light, a laser at twice the wavelength (i.e. 

half the energy) with near-infrared (NIR) light such as a Titanium-sapphire laser is employed 

in TPP. The energy necessary for excitation is nevertheless attained by the combination of the 
energies of both individual photons [31].

As portrayed in Figure 3, the spatially constrained 3D voxel in TPP allows for curing of 

shapes inside the resin bath and not just on its surface. This eliminates the need for layer-wise 

production and enables fabrication of extremely complex geometries including freely moving 

parts without superfluous support structures [28].

One of the challenges which remain in TPP is the restriction to extremely small geometries in 

the mm range [34] and low writing speed of the laser lines. At a maximum of a few mm/s, it 

cannot compare to hundreds of mm/s, which is attainable with conventional laser-SLA meth-

ods [8]. Developing a suitable PI could help speed up the process. Conventional UV initiators 

have the drawback of low-activity in TPP. In order to augment their response, the design of 

molecules with specific structures is necessary [35].

2.2.2. Pinpoint solidification

A method similar to TPP, pinpoint solidification, was proposed by Ikuta et al. in 1998 under the 

name of super integrated hardened polymer SLA (Super IH) process [36]. A tightly focused 

laser is used and as with TPP, due to the high intensity in the focal point of the laser, curing of 

the resin can only be achieved in this voxel. The mechanism, however, is that of conventional 

single photon polymerization. Thus, resolutions of below 0.4 μm have been reached without 

Figure 3. SEM images of microstructures fabricated with TPP (A), reprinted with permission from [32] (Ovsianikov A. 

et al. ultra-low shrinkage hybrid photosensitive material for two-photon polymerization microfabrication.), copyright 

(2008) American Chemical Society. Scheme of TPP vs. conventional laser-SLA (B) redrawn and adapted from [33].

Stereolithography
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the use of expensive fs pulsed lasers [37]. This process has as of yet not been commercialized, 

and very little research is invested in pinpoint solidification-SLA.

2.2.3. Bulk lithography

In bulk lithography, 3D textures can be created by variation of exposure energy. The cure 

depth, which is a direct function of laser power or scan velocity (i.e. of the applied energy), 

thereby defines the depth of the features [38]. One can thus see the entire part as only existing 

of one layer with varying thickness. This eliminates the sometimes abrupt steps in z-direction, 

which are generated with conventional SLA methods, and vastly speeds up printing. Although 

this process is not capable of printing structures with overhangs and is limited to geometries 

thinner than 0.25 mm, it could have potential future applications in high-throughput fabrica-

tion of microstructures [39].

2.3. Digital light processing stereolithography

DLP is a method, which can reach resolutions in the order of 25 μm [7]. Smallest feature sizes 

of 0.6 μm have also been reported [40], and resins filled with ceramic particles have been 
printed via DLP with layer heights of 15 μm and with lateral resolutions of 40 μm [18].

In contrast to laser-SLA, the entire cross-section of a layer is illuminated simultaneously by 

a DLP light engine, as shown in Figure 4. The digital micromirror device (DMD) is the key 

component and functions as a dynamic mask for the DLP process. It is constructed of an array 

of mirrors, each one representing a single pixel. Individual tilting of every mirror enables fast 

and reliable switching of pixels [42]. When linked with a computer for image processing, a 

light source (often LED), and optics, it can project desired cross-sections of light quickly and 

precisely [42]. The fast switching speed of the DMD is a prerequisite for realizing grayscale 

illumination, which can be beneficial for precise control over exposure time and by extent 
energy dosage [40].

Figure 4. Setup of a DLP-SLA printer (A) adapted and redrawn from [22]. Printed polymer structures (B) adapted and 
reprinted with permission from [41] (Macdonald NP. et al., 3D printed micrometer-scale polymer mounts for single 

crystal analysis). Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society.
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With its pixel-based exposure mechanism, DLP is excellent for illumination of sharp cor-

ners but can cause saw-tooth type surface roughness on otherwise curved surfaces [18]. 

Consequently, when aiming for higher resolution, the pixel size needs to be reduced with the 

help of designated optics. As the DMD has a fixed amount of mirrors, this leads to shrinkage 
of the image and reduces maximum geometry size. Large parts are thus often printed at lower 

resolutions than small ones. While not quite reaching the sub-micron resolutions of laser-

SLA, DLP retains the advantages of lower cost and higher printing speeds [40, 43].

2.3.1. Continuous liquid interface production (CLIP)

Continuous liquid interface production (CLIP) is a type of constrained surface DLP process, 

where a thin film between building platform and the material tray is not cured and remains 
liquid. The so-called dead zone at the interface can be generated by utilizing a vat with a 

floor that is permeable to oxygen. This inhibits curing, and the resin in contact with oxygen 
remains liquid. Recoating mechanisms are thereby superfluous and continuous elevation 
of the building platform can be achieved, which improves surface quality and drastically 

increases printing speed up to 500 mm/h [44]. Similarly, to attain a liquid interface film, a 
high-density inert and an immiscible liquid layer such as brine has been proposed [45]. CLIP 

has been commercialized by Carbon Inc., and is establishing itself in the AM market due to its 

reduced printing times [46].

2.4. Liquid crystal display stereolithography

Since its development in 1997 by Bertsch et al. [47], using an LCD device as a dynamic mask 

for SLA has been almost completely replaced by the DLP counterpart. The latter benefits are 
from superior switching speeds at higher accuracy [48]. Nevertheless, it merits mentioning as 

a low-cost alternative to DLP with commercially available LCD printers primarily catering to 

the laypersons demographic as opposed to the industry [49].

3. Resins in SLA

Photocurable resins for SLA all have the same essential components, as summarized in 

Figure 5. The liquid precursors, which form the network when polymerized, as well as PIs, 

which start the reaction, are indispensable. In addition, most resin formulations have inert 

dyes, which absorb incident light and enhance control over the polymerization. Especially 

when using filled resins, further additives such as diluents, surfactants, or other stabilizers 
can be present.

3.1. Precursors

The precursors in SLA are liquid molecules, which can be linked together (i.e. polymerized), 

after exposure to light to form a solid 3D network. Depending on the future application and 

desired attributes, a variety of monomers, oligomers, or prepolymers can be utilized.

Stereolithography
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Acrylate-based resins are common in the SLA process, as they exhibit high reactivities, which 

is advantageous for fast building speeds [7]. Different types of acrylates are readily available 
to tune mechanical properties and thermal resistance for example by altering the number 

of reactive groups [8] or by employing different oligomers such as urethane acrylates [50]. 

One disadvantage of acrylate resins is their high-shrinkage during printing, causing poten-

tial distortion of the printed part. As a solution, the combination with methacrylates is often 

implemented [51]. The resin’s sensitivity to oxygen, which inhibits the polymerization reac-

tion, is another challenge.

Epoxy systems have a different curing mechanism than acrylates. They are based on cationic 
rather than radical photopolymerization and need longer reaction times, are inhibited by 

moisture, but have the advantage of stability against oxygen [52]. Additionally, epoxy resins 

exhibit significantly lower shrinkage than their acrylate counterparts [53]. In order to exploit 

the advantages of both alternatives, hybrid systems have been created. Combination of acry-

late and epoxy-based resins lead to fast curing, low-shrinkage materials and are nowadays 

the standard in most commercial systems [54, 55].

3.2. Photoinitiators (PIs)

The PI is the resin component, which reacts to light. Once irradiated at the correct wavelength, 

it is excited and can initiate the curing reaction. A suitable PI, depending on the nature of 

utilized precursor needs to be selected. Type and amount of PI can substantially influence 
reaction kinetics, necessary light dosage, conversion, cross-linking density, and by extent, 

mechanical properties of the printed parts [8, 56, 57].

3.3. Absorbers

Another component that is essential in most SLA processes is a light absorber, which reduces 

the penetration of light into the resin and limits the depth until, which the resin is cured. 

Figure 5. Resin components in SLA.
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Especially for complex geometries with undercuts, this cure depth needs to be precisely 

defined in order to prevent excessive curing in z-direction and loss in feature development 
[14, 17, 40]. The most commonly used UV absorbers are benzotriazole derivatives [58].

3.4. Filled resins

Fabrication of metal or ceramic materials via SLA has been implemented by filling resins with 
powder, printing the parts, and subsequently debinding and sintering the printed specimens 

[4, 5], as shown in Figure 6. During debinding, the organic resin components are removed 

by pyrolysis. This binder burnout is easier for thin structures with high filler content, as oth-

erwise, defects such as cracks can form [5]. In the subsequent sintering step, the metal or 

ceramic powder, which remains, is further thermally treated to achieve dense structures [21]. 

In order to attain geometrically accurate parts, the material specific shrinkage coefficients 
need to be taken into account, and high filler content is beneficial to reduce shrinkage [60]. 

Variations of the thermal treatment include implementing an additional drying step prior to 

debinding to remove solvents or combining debinding and sintering into one single but cor-

respondingly longer thermal process to eliminate potential defect sources during transporta-

tion of the fragile brown parts [59].

Particles smaller than the layer height need to be utilized, and as previously mentioned, 

maximum particle content is desirable. In highly filled resins with particles in size range of 
the wavelength of light, scattering is the main interaction mechanism with light and con-

sequently determines cure depth and affects resolution. Reducing the refractive index dif-
ference between filler and matrix is a common approach to minimizing scattering [61]. It 

is noteworthy that composite materials, where the organic component is not removed but 

retains its matrix function in the final part, have also been manufactured with SLA [3, 62]. 

By adding (nano)-particles to the SLA resin, mechanical, thermal, optical, or even electrical 
properties can be further amended [63–65].

Figure 6. Scheme of the formation of dense ceramic components from filled resins by SLA, redrawn and adapted from [59].

Stereolithography
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3.5. Additives

A high-volume fraction of solid loading can cause certain disadvantages. Especially for smaller 

particles with the large surface area, the viscosity of the slurry rises with particle content [4]. 

This changes the flow behavior of the resin, interferes with coating mechanisms, and increases 
the mechanical force necessary for the elevation of the building platform in constrained sur-

face setups [19]. Approaches to reduce viscosity include the application of temperature [66], 

the use of diluents [67], or evoking shear thinning behavior [68].

Rheological additives and stabilizers can increase solid loading and are necessary for extended 

shelf-life of slurries as well as for stability during longer printing jobs [68]. Agglomeration and 

sedimentation of particles need to be avoided to ensure continuous, homogeneous ceramic or 

metal powder distribution. To that end, dispersants such as oligomeric surfactants [69], long 

chained acids like oleic acid [70], or phosphine oxides with aliphatic chains [71] have been used.

3.6. Post-processing

After removal of the built part from the platform, any support structures that had been neces-

sary for the printing process need to be cut from the green part. Cleaning in suitable solvents 

and drying of the structure is often followed by sanding of support residues. Post-curing in a 

UV chamber can be implemented to complete conversion of the polymerization reaction and 

thereby attain improved mechanical properties [72]. In the case of filled resins, debinding and 
sintering are the final post-processing steps.

4. Applications

SLA is a very versatile method with applications in a variety of industries. The aerospace 

and automotive industries can, for instance, benefit from rapid manufacturing of high-perfor-

mance materials. Microfluidics and medicine are furthermore, significant fields where SLA 
shows great potential and is already being applied successfully.

Fully polymeric materials structured by SLA can range in their properties from highly elastic 

silicones for applications in soft robotics [45] to high-strength thermally post-cured epoxy 

resins [73]. Their limited thermo-mechanical stability is, however, an issue for most polymeric 

materials. Using filled resins to create metal or ceramic structures, is a possibility in SLA, as 
previously mentioned in Section 3.4. Furthermore, polymer-derived ceramics can be manu-

factured by using monomers as precursors, which contain the essential components to form 

ceramics upon pyrolysis. These methods offer superior versatility in geometry than casting or 
machining processes and can yield components for high-temperature applications such as in 

propulsion systems or as thermal insulators [74].

Recently, SLA has been extensively investigated in the field of microfluidics, where small 
fluid volumes need to be precisely manipulated through micro-sized channels for applica-

tions such as inkjet print heads or lab-on-a-chip technologies [6]. When compared to mate-

rial extrusion and jetting, DLP-SLA shows superior resolution, smaller possible feature sizes, 
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reduced surface roughness, and faster production times in this application [75]. Channels 

with dimensions below 100 μm and valves, pumps, as well as multiplexers for mixing [76], 

can be fabricated rapidly and easily.

Applications in medicine, where patient-specific designs are often necessary to accommodate 
for individual anatomies, can greatly benefit from AM as well. Some examples are depicted 
in Figure 7. CT or MRI scans can be employed to determine the geometrical specifications, 
from which devices are then manufactured. Craniofacial implants out of porously structured 

hydroxyapatite have for example been implanted in patients with large bone defects [80].

In dentistry, CAD modeling has been applied since the 70s in the creation of crowns, which are 

used to cover a damaged tooth, and dentures, which are removable or fixed devices to replace 
lost teeth [81]. Now, many AM technologies including SLA can be employed to speed up the 

process between the acquisition of the geometrical data and implantation of the device into 

the patient [82]. A second application in healthcare, where AM has become the norm is the 

manufacturing of hearing aids. SLA can reduce the manufacturing time of these custom-made 

devices from more than a week to less than a day while also improving wear comfort [83, 84].

Medical applications of SLA are not limited to the fabrication of implants, prostheses, or other 

medical devices, but drug delivery systems such as micro-needles, capable of administering 

drugs by painlessly penetrating the skin [78], or 3D printed tablets for individual dosage 

Figure 7. Top row: CAD model of skull defect (A), SLA fabricated cranial implant (C), and an implant placed into 

skull model (D), reprinted and modified from [77]. Middle row: SEM images of SLA printed microneedle structures for 

transdermal drug delivery, modified and reprinted from [78]. Bottom row: SEM images of tissue engineering scaffolds 
for bone regeneration by SLA, modified and reprinted from [79] by permission of Springer Nature.

Stereolithography
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regulation [85] have also been established. SLA can furthermore be used in medical imaging 

to create 3D models [86] for preoperative planning [87] or educational purposes [88]. 3D cell 

culture for more accurate in vitro models to study diseased, as well as healthy tissues, can 

likewise be created [89]. Tissue engineering constructs in regenerative medicine have also 

been fabricated with SLA methods [90] and even bioprinting, where live cells are incorpo-

rated into the printed scaffold is currently being investigated [91].

5. Commercially available SLA systems

A plethora of SLA printers are currently on the market, ranging in price and quality from 

amateur desktop applications to professional high-precision machines. A brief overview of 

their specifications is given in Table 2.

LCD-SLA is only available as a low-budget 3D printer for hobbyists. The more common 

methods such as conventional laser-SLA and DLP-SLA, however, have their low-cost and 

low-resolution desktop editions for consumers but can also offer high-end methods for pro-

fessionals and industrial applications. While CLIP and TPP are both in higher price ranges, 

the former is designed for the extremely fast production of larger parts, while the latter is used 
for very slow fabrication of small parts with sub-micron resolution.

6. Outlook

As the front-runner for high-resolution 3D printing, SLA retains substantial limitations due 

to the often high costs of this AM method, which are augmented further by slow printing 

velocities. Additionally, the fact that printing is only possible with one resin at a time severely 

restricts potential applications.

Trends toward faster manufacturing have already been set by the CLIP technology [44]. 

Other continuous DLP methods, where building platforms are raised at a constant rate 

SLA-

type

Lateral 

resolution (μm)

Printing speed 

(mm/h)

Maximum print 

size (mm)

Commercial vendors Sources

Laser 6–140 14 27–750 3DSystems, Formlabs, 

XYZPrinting,

[92–95]

TPP 0.400 — 100 × 100 × 3 Nanoscribe [34]

DLP 33–120 25–150 45–230 EnvisionTEC, Kudo3D [96–98]

CLIP 50–100 500 80–320 Carbon [44]

LCD 50–100 20–60 55–160 SparkMaker, Photocentric [49, 99]

Table 2. Comparison of commercially available SLA systems.
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during the printing process, have also been established [76]. For laser-SLA processes, illu-

mination itself is a limiting factor in reducing printing times and different approaches 
to increase throughput are necessary. Using a broader scanning pattern for bulk features 
and applying more precise, narrow lines only in areas where the maximum resolution is 

required, such as for fine structures and at surfaces, is one method, which is already being 
implemented [93]. The development of hybrid systems of DLP and laser techniques is 

currently being investigated as well. Similarly, the inner area should be illuminated via 

pixel-based DLP, and only round surfaces drawn with the vector-based system of laser-

SLA. This could further reduce printing times to rates comparable to DLP while maintain-

ing high-accuracy of laser illumination [22].

Another method, which combines laser and DLP-SLA, addresses the compromise between 

build size and resolution in DLP. A proposition to retain small pixels and thereby high-

resolution even when printing large parts is to laterally stitch the projected images. If a layer 

has a cross-section exceeding the attainable size by the DMD, it can be divided into smaller 
areas, which are then illuminated one after the other [100]. This combination of scanning and 

projection-based illumination, also called large area projection micro SLA (LAPμLA) [101], 

can lead to the low-cost fabrication of cm-sized objects with a μm-range resolution [102].

Modification of available SLA systems to manufacture parts from multiple materials has been 
attempted. This usually includes a time consuming cleaning step between material changes. 
Thus, minimum feature sizes and resolution are no more comparable to conventional SLA than 

required printing time [103–105]. Nevertheless, after thorough investigation and development, 

these methods could help to further extend the application spectrum of SLA in the future.
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